Buyer Beware of Purchases made from Unauthorized Kanberra® Resellers
Kanberra® products are sold across the United States to a network of Kanberra Authorized Resellers.
These resellers have been selected by Kanberra as the most qualified stores to represent our products
to you. This network of resellers has been educated by Kanberra to offer the best possible product
training, accurate product and promotional information, and appropriately represent Kanberra products
both in their store and on their private, individual company websites. These authorized resellers receive,
store, and ship products in a manner recommended by Kanberra to avoid damage to the product
ultimately received by the customer. Unfortunately for customers, Kanberra products are, at times,
advertised and sold by companies that are not authorized. Kanberra products obtained by these
companies are not purchased from Kanberra, but may instead be obtained through a secondary “gray”
market. These goods could possibly be defective, damaged, “B” stock goods, counterfeit products, or
even stolen goods. Kanberra strongly urges consumers to only purchase from Kanberra Authorized
Resellers. Please visit http://kanberragel.com/locations/ to view a list of authorized resellers, or call us
at 1-800-683-0021. Please Note: Any Kanberra product purchased from an unauthorized

Kanberra reseller is not eligible for return or benefits of purchasing from an authorized
reseller.
ONLINE 3RD PARTY MARKET PLACES SUCH AS AMAZON.COM AND EBAY: Authorized Kanberra® 3rd
Party Marketplace Online Resellers are the only approved resellers of Kanberra Products on 3rd Party
Marketplaces, and it is important to note that no other 3rd party resellers of Kanberra products on
Amazon.com, Ebay.com, Google.com, Walmart.com or Online Marketplaces are authorized by Kanberra.

Please Note: Any Kanberra product purchased from an unauthorized Kanberra 3rd Party
Marketplace Online reseller is not eligible for return or benefits of purchasing from an
authorized 3rd party marketplace online reseller.
Authorized Kanberra® 3rd Party Marketplace Online Resellers:



Efficient Living http://www.efficientliving.com/
Kanberra www.kanberragel.com

The following resellers are a small sampling of unauthorized resellers. This is not a complete listing of
unauthorized Kanberra resellers:
Award Products, BZB Products, KAMATURU, LA SuperMart, MyBoatStore, Rsmy52, Atlantic Marine,
nootrii, Nuwave Marine Supply, retrolife15
Enforcement: Kanberra® actively monitors 3rd Party Reseller Marketplaces for violations and takes swift
action to remove these violators.

